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Clive James says of Edgar's poetry, "Here is the poetry of someone who has been granted all the gifts,
including a sense of proportion so concentrated that it sings." James was so taken with the poetry that he flew
to Australia to meet and talk with him. Despite such acclaim, Edgar's work is not widely known because,
heretofore, he has been published only in Australia, his home. Baskerville Publishers is pleased to initiate the
correction of this deficit. (Please note that that we have chosen to retain Australian usages.)
These poems cohere because they are rich in physical and historical fact, their scaffolding is as of steel, and
their music rises from a lyricism precise and generous. A craftsman, yes. New classicist, yes.
This is magisterial poetry.
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From reader reviews:

Michelle Sanders:

What do you think of book? It is just for students because they are still students or it for all people in the
world, what the best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that question above. Every person has
diverse personality and hobby per other. Don't to be obligated someone or something that they don't desire
do that. You must know how great along with important the book The Red Sea. All type of book would you
see on many sources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Jolie Browne:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them family or
their friend. Do you know? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV, or even playing
video games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity here is look different you can read some sort
of book. It is really fun for you. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent all day long to reading a e-
book. The book The Red Sea it doesn't matter what good to read. There are a lot of folks that recommended
this book. These people were enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not have enough space to
deliver this book you can buy the particular e-book. You can m0ore effortlessly to read this book from a
smart phone. The price is not too expensive but this book has high quality.

Jason Allen:

Exactly why? Because this The Red Sea is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for you
to snap the item but latter it will surprise you with the secret that inside. Reading this book alongside it was
fantastic author who else write the book in such awesome way makes the content interior easier to
understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning thoroughly. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of rewards
than the other book include such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking approach. So , still
want to hesitate having that book? If I ended up you I will go to the book store hurriedly.

Marylou Standley:

With this era which is the greater individual or who has ability to do something more are more special than
other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you should do is just
spending your time almost no but quite enough to possess a look at some books. One of the books in the top
listing in your reading list is The Red Sea. This book which is qualified as The Hungry Hills can get you
closer in turning out to be precious person. By looking up and review this reserve you can get many
advantages.
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